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Lawyer discipline systems in Minnesota and nationwide have been the subjects of exceptional
attention by the press recently. The National Law Journal, Minnesota Law Journal, Minnesota Lawyer, ABA Bar
Leader, and the Gannett newspapers have all offered their assessments. Gannett’s headlines reflected its
judgment of systems nationwide, “Beyond the Law . . . Lenient Discipline Erodes Public’s Lawyer
Confidence.”
The general approach of most of these articles was to describe the worst reported attorney
misconduct and feature the most lenient discipline imposed. Using this method, several writers concluded
that the “discipline pendulum” has swung away from vigorous enforcement. Most of the articles were
responsible in tone, except Gannett’s, which feasted on the sensational.
The approach of focusing on a handful of cases in each jurisdiction is inadequate to judge the overall
operation of a professional responsibility system. Any assessment of how the professional responsibility
system is working must consider overall performance in many cases. Statistics, as well as a handful of
prominent cases, are necessary to tell the full story. Besides statistics and representative cases, other factors
must also be examined, including the adequacy of financing, the timeliness and fairness of the process, and
the people involved in the system. Judged by this broad set of standards, the Minnesota professional
responsibility system clearly continues its vigorous history.
The numbers of lawyers and ethics complaints have nearly tripled in the last 15 years in Minnesota,
and elsewhere. The numbers of lawyers and complaints made are closely correlated. The percentage of
complaints dismissed (about 82 percent) and the percentage involving some discipline (about 18 percent)
have also remained nearly constant over the years.
While the quantity of discipline has remained relatively uniform, the quality of discipline has
changed in some ways. As the table below indicates, public discipline is imposed more commonly than in
the past. In the last three years there have been about 100 Minnesota attorneys publicly disciplined by the
Minnesota Supreme Court. This equals the number disciplined in the previous eight years. Suspension and
disbarment appear to be more frequent in the mid-‘80s than the early ‘80s, but (adjusted for lawyer
population increase) comparable to the late ‘70s. Short suspensions have been ordered more frequently of
late, as have probations. Mitigating circumstances, such as alcoholism and mental illness, are more
regularly taken into account, but the requirements for proving these circumstances have been tightened.
The patterns of discipline have changed somewhat, but there is no overall weakening.
Gannett’s view is that, “… The bar seems unwilling to correct disciplinary shortcomings, which one
day may cost the profession its prized self-regulation.” Reference is made to the fact that the California
Legislature nearly succeeded in creating a new, independent state agency for lawyer discipline. In
Minnesota, too, there have over the years been some legislative rumblings. However, Minnesota attorneys
have generally supported a strong professional responsibility system and control of the system has
remained with the judiciary.

In 1984, the MSBA supported a major funding increase for the Lawyers Board — on condition that a
Supreme Court Advisory Committee review the system’s operation. Certain changes recommended by the
committee have now been implemented. Statistics just released by the ABA show that Minnesota lawyers
pay within $1 of the national average for professional responsibility services. Funding for staff additions
has resulted in the increased ability to handle cases shown in the 1978, 1982, and 1985-86 statistics below.
Funding has not decreased from any previous era.
None of the articles adequately assesses the volunteer services provided by lawyers (and
nonlawyers) in support of professional responsibility. This is a major omission. The volunteer work of the
district ethics committees and Lawyers Board is crucial to the Minnesota professional responsibility system.
District committees do not bury complaints, they investigate them, through countless hours of volunteer
effort. Even with adequate financing, reasonable procedural rules, and general support of the bar, the
professional responsibility system would not work unless the Court appointed able and devoted people.
When the Minnesota Supreme Court issues about 30 disciplinary opinions annually, and the
director’s office handles about 1,200 complaints, there are bound to be some results which receive comment
and criticism. That is as it should be, because the “right” decision in many cases is far from obvious, and
because the whole system should be accountable for its results.
To some extent, the system will inevitably be judged on a small number of prominent cases.
Standards for the profession tend to be strengthened or shaken by how they are applied in the most
important cases. If some attorneys, particularly the prominent or powerful, benefit from leniency, the
legitimacy of imposing stronger discipline on others will be questioned. If cogent explanations are given for
departures from general rules, the director, board or Court may occasionally decide that unusual leniency
or exceptional severity is warranted. Professional responsibility is after all, an intensely human
undertaking.
In judging the overall lawyers professional responsibility system attention should be paid to more
than a handful of cases. Judged by all the relevant criteria, there is no basis for concluding that good
lawyer government is waning in Minnesota. The system’s resources, procedures and overall results are at
least as strong as they were 5, 10, or 15 years ago. Professional standards need continually to be restated
and reconsidered in new and challenging circumstances. The process for doing so in Minnesota is alive and
well.
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*Public discipline includes censure by the Supreme Court, Supreme Court reprimand, Supreme
Court probation, Supreme Court suspension, and Supreme Court disbarment.

